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This paper provides a new perspective to understand existing controversy on the social force model. These issues include

that the social force disobeys Newton 3rd Law, oscillation phenomenon when one agent is approaching another as well as

some questions on the faster-is-slower effect. From the perspective of physics these problems seems difficult to explain. This

paper provides a new perspective to understand these issues. We introduce a new concept of desired interpersonal distance to

explain how the social force is generated from conscious mind of human. Although the social force disobeys Newton 3 rd Law,

the whole model is exactly within the Newton Laws to characterize pedestrian motion. The oscillation phenomenon may exist

in non-physics entity (i.e., desired velocity and desired interpersonal distance) rather than physics entity (i.e., actual velocity

and actual distance), and such oscillation is mitigated by treating non-physics entity as variable rather than constant. Very

interestingly, the desired velocity represents the motivation level of pedestrian motion, and the faster-is-slower effect is thus

explained by Yerkes–Dodson law, explaining how motivation level could improve or impair human performances in a

collective sense. This inverted-U effect is further studied with a falling-down model and the numerical testing is exhibited by

using FDS+Evac.   

I. ABOUT THE SOCIAL-FORCE MODEL

The social-force model presents psychological forces that drive pedestrians to move as well as keep a proper distance with

others. In this model an individual's motion is motivated by a self-driving force fi
self and resistances come from surrounding

individuals and facilities (e.g., walls). Especially, the model describes the social-psychological tendency of two individuals to

keep proper interpersonal distance (as called the social-force) in collective motion, and if people have physical contact with

each other, physical forces are also taken into account. Let fij denote the interaction from individual j to individual i, and fiw

denote the force from walls or other facilities to individual i. The change of the instantaneous velocity vi(t) of individual i is

given by the Newton Second Law: 
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where mi is the mass of individual i. Furthermore, the self-driving force fi
self is specified by 
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, (2)
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This force describes an individual tries to move with a desired velocity vi
0(t) and expects to adapt the actual velocity vi(t) to

the desired velocity vi
0(t) with a characteristic time �i. In particular, the desired velocity vi

0(t) is the target velocity existing in

one's mind while the actual velocity vi(t) characterizes the physical speed and direction being achieved in the reality. The

difference of vi
0(t) and vi(t) implies the gap between the human subjective wish and realistic situation, and it is scaled by a

time parameter �i to generate the self-driving force. This force motivates one to either accelerate or decelerate, making the

realistic velocity vi(t) approaching the desired velocity vi
0(t). This mathematical description of the self-driving force could be

dated back to the Payne-Whitham traffic flow model (Payne, 1971; Whitham, 1974), when the stop-and-go wave is studied

for vehicle traffic problem. This assumption is also used in several other pedestrian models such as Centrifugal Force Model

(Chraibi, 2011). Sometimes vi
0(t) is rewritten as vi

0(t) = vi
0(t)ei

0(t), where vi
0(t) is the desired moving speed and ei

0(t) is the

desired moving direction. In a similar manner, we also have vi(t) = vi(t)ei(t) where vi(t) and ei(t) represent the physical moving

speed and direction, respectively.  

The interaction force of pedestrians consists of the social-force fij
soc and physical interaction fij

phy . i.e., f
ij
� f

ij

soc� f
ij

phy
. The

social-force fij
soc characterizes the social-psychological tendency of two pedestrians to stay away from each other, and it is

given by 

f
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where Ai and Bi are positive constants, which affect the strength and effective range about how two pedestrians are repulsive

to each other. The distance of pedestrians i and j is denoted by dij and the sum of their radii is given by rij . nij is the

normalized vector which points from pedestrian j to i. The geometric features of two pedestrians are illustrated in Figure 1.

In practical simulation, an anisotropic formula of the social-force is widely applied where Equation (3) is scaled by a function

of �i. The angle �ij is the angle between the direction of the motion of pedestrian i and the direction to pedestrian j, which is

exerting the repulsive force on pedestrian i. If �i = 1, the social force is symmetric and 0 < �i < 1 implies that the force is

larger in front of a pedestrian than behind. This anisotropic formula assumes that pedestrians move forward, not backward,

and thus we can differ the front side from the backside of pedestrians based on their movement. Although the anisotropic

formula is widely used in pedestrian modeling, it also brings a controversial issue that the anisotropic formula of social force

disobeys Newton's 3rd law.  

Figure 1. A Schematic View of Two Pedestrians (Equation 3 and 4): The distance

of pedestrians i and j is denoted by dij and the sum of their radii is given by rij . The

distance to the wall is denoted by diw .  

The physical interaction fij
phy describes the physical interaction when pedestrians have body contact, and it is composed by

an elastic force that counteracts body compression and a sliding friction force that impedes relative tangential motion of two

pedestrians. Both of them are valid only when rij>dij. In Helbing, Farkas and Vicsek, 2000 the interaction force is repulsive.

The model may also include an attraction force in its original version (Helbing and Molnar, 1995, Korhonen, 2015). The

interaction of a pedestrian with obstacles like walls is denoted by fiw and is treated analogously, i.e., fiw = fiw
soc + fiw

phy. Here

fiw
soc is also an exponential term and fiw

phy is the physical interaction when pedestrians touch the wall physically. In particular,

the exponential term is given by
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where Aiw and Biw are positive constants. The distance of pedestrians i and the wall is denoted by diw and nij is the normalized

vector which points from the wall to pedestrian i. The angle �iw is the angle between the direction of the motion of pedestrian

i and the direction to the wall, which is exerting the repulsive force on pedestrian i. 
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 Figure 2.  From Particle Dynamics to Crowd Simulation:

The Framework of Many-particle Simulation in Helbing, Farkas, and Vicsek, 2000

By simulating many such individuals in collective motion, several scenarios in crowd movement were demonstrated, and

one is called the “faster-is-slower” effect. This scenario was observed when a crowd pass a bottleneck doorway, and it shows

that increase of desired speed (i.e., |vi
0(t)|) can inversely decrease the collective speed of crowd passing through the doorway.

Another paradoxical phenomenon is called “freezing-by-heating,” and it studies two groups of people moving oppositely in a

narrow passageway, and the simulation shows that increasing the fluctuation force in Equation (1) can also cause blocking in

the counter-flow of pedestrian crowd. Other spatio-temporal patterns include herding effect, oscillation of passing directions,

lane formation, dynamics at intersections and so forth.  

In the past decade, the social-force model has generated considerable research on evacuation modeling (Helbing and

Johansson, 2010), and it has been integrated into several egress simulators, such as Fire Dynamics Simulator with Evacuation

(Korhonen et. al., 2008, Korhonen, 2017), Pedsim, SimWalk, MassMotion (Oasys, 2018), VisWalk, Maces (Pelechano and

Badler, 2006) and Menge. The model has been partly validated based on data sets from real-world experiments. The method

of validation involves comparing the simulation of the model with associated observations drawn from video-based analysis

(Johansson, Helbing and Shukla, 2007; Johansson et al., 2008).  

A criticism about the model, as mentioned before, is that the anisotropic formula of social force disobeys Newton's 3rd law.

If the model does not obey Newton 3rd law, it becomes questionable in field of physics studies. Another problem about the

social force is the dilemma of choosing proper parameters to avoid both overlapping and oscillations of the moving

pedestrians (Chraibi, et al., 2011). Certain scenarios about oscillation of walking behavior are not realistic in the physical

world. From the perspective of physics these problems are difficult to deal with. However, as mentioned previously, human

motion is self-driven and self-adapted, and it is subject to both physical laws and psychological principles. Psychological

study will give a new perspective to understand the model and provide us with a new angle to understand the problems. This

is why we want to bridge the gap between psychological studies and physical explanation about this model.  

II. SOCIAL-FORCE AND NEWTON THIRD LAW

This section provides a psychological perspective to reinterpret the social-force, and the concepts of interpersonal distance,

proxemics and stress are critically involved. Very importantly we introduce a new concept of desired distance in the social

force, which is the counterpart of the desired velocity in the self-driving force. With this new concepts we further discuss

whether the model is consistent with Newton 3rd Law.  

A. Interpersonal Space and Social-Force

The concept of social force may originate from a concept by Lewin (Lewin, 1951), where social fields or social forces were

first introduced to guide behavioral changes of people. In soci-psychology, such social fields or forces are representations of

certain social norms that regulate people's behavior when one individual interacts with others. In a spatial sense such social

norms refers to how people use their interpersonal distance, and it refers to proxemics in psychological theories.  

Interpersonal distance refers to a theory of how people use their personal space to interact with surrounding people. In

Hall, 1963 the theory was named by proxemics, and it was defined as "the interrelated observations and theories of man's use

of space as a specialized elaboration of culture." Proxemics suggests that we surround ourselves with a "bubble" of personal
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space, which protects us from too much arousal and helps us keep comfortable when we interact with others. Psychologically,

proximal distance origins from basic human instincts that we define a personal space to get a sense of safety. People normally

feel stressed when their personal space is invaded by others. There are four interpersonal distances mentioned in Hall, 1966:

intimate (<0.46m), personal (0.46m to 1.2m), social (1.2m to 3.7m), and public (>3.7m), and each one represents a kind of

social relationship between individuals.  Here we highlight two issues about proxemics as below.  

(a) The interpersonal distance is object-oriented. For example, we usually keep smaller distance to a friend than to a stranger,

and such distance is an indication of familiarity. As named by personal distance (0.46m to 1.2m) in proxemics, this range is

widely observed as the distance to interact with our friends or family, and normal conversations take place easily at this range.

(b) The interpersonal distance reflects a kind of social norms. For example, in a crowded train or elevators, although such

physical proximity is psychologically disturbing and uncomfortable, it is accepted as a social norm of modern life. Also, it is

also known that the male and female commonly keep larger distance in public place in Muslim culture than other cultures. In

brief although proximal distance origins from basic human instincts, it is also widely redefined in different social norms.  

Proxemics implies that when the interpersonal distance is smaller than the desired, people feel stressed. Repulsion comes

into being in this situation, and repulsion increases when the distance further decreases. This theory justifies the assumption

of repulsive social-force in Equation (3). However, such repulsion does not depend on physical size of two people (i.e., rij),

but the social relationship, occasions and social norms. Similar to self-driving force we suggest that it is proper to add a

subjective concept of desired distance dij
0 in the social force, and it replaces rij in Equation (3). Here dij

0 is the target distance

that individual i expects to keep with individual j. This distance describes the social relationship of individual i and j . Based

on the exponential form in Equation (3), the social force is rewritten as

f ij

soc�Ai exp� �d ij

0�d ij �

Bi
	nij    or   f ij

soc��
 i��1�
i�
1�cos �ij

2 �Ai exp��d ij

0 �d ij�

Bi
	nij (5)

Similar to desired velocity vi
0, the desired distance dij

0 is the target distance in one's mind, specifying the distance that one

expects to adapt oneself with others. The physical distance dij is the distance achieved in the reality. The gap of dij
0 and dij

implies the difference between the subjective wish in one's mind and objective feature in reality. Here Ai and Bi are parameters

as introduced before, and nij is the normalized vector which points from pedestrian j to i. In a similar manner, an anisotropic

formula of social-force is also modified in Equation (5). The social force also functions in a feedback manner to make the

realistic distance dij approaching towards the desired distance dij
0. A difference is that vi

0 and vi are vectors while dij
0 and dij are

scalars.  

A major difference between the concepts of rij and dij
0 is that rij is a physics-based concept and it is normally a constant. In

contrast dij
0 is neither a constant nor a physics entity. In brief, dij

0 describes people's opinion, and it may vary as the opinion

changes. For example, when crowd wait at a narrow entrance, people accept smaller interpersonal distance, and thus dij
0 is

tuned to be a smaller value so that their repulsion is reduced. Reducing repulsion in certain conditions has been applied in

crowd simulation such as FDS+Evac (Korhonen, 2017). On the other side the coding framework of social-force model is not

directly affected when rij is replace by dij
0 in computer programs When realizing the model in computer programs, rij and dij

0

are exactly at the same position, and we can simply transform rij to dij
0 by using dij

0 = rij�cij such that the existing program is

extended for the new force.  Here cij>1 is a scale factor.  

Furthermore, it is feasible to modify the wall repulsion in a similar way, where diw
0 is the desired distance that pedestrian i

expects to keep with the wall, and thus the Equation (4) is modified as below.  

f iw

soc�Aiw exp� �d iw

0 �d iw�

B iw
	niw or f iw

soc��
 iw��1�
iw�
1�cos �iw

2 �Aiw exp� �d iw

0 �d iw�

Biw
	niw (6)

In a psychological sense dij
0, diw

0 and vi
0 are both subjective concepts which exist in people's mind, and they characterize

how an individual intends to interact with others and environment. As a result, the social-force given by Equation (5) and (6)

and the self-driving force are both subjective forces which are generated involving one's mental activities and opinions. In a

physics sense the subjective forces are generated by the foot-ground friction, which exactly obey physics laws. The social-

force model thus exhibits a bridge between the physics laws and psychological principles regarding crowd motion.  

B. Social-Force and Newton 3rd Law

A common criticism about the social force model is that the anisotropic formula of social force disobeys Newton's 3rd law,

and thus it becomes questionable in field of physics studies. In addition, Equation (5) implies that dij
0 may be different from
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dji
0. As a result, the modified social force between two individuals is also not balanced, i.e., dij

0� dji
0 and fij

soc� fji
soc. Thus,

Newton third law (actio = reactio) does not hold either for Equation (5) even if the anisotropic formula is not used.  

An interesting question is why the social force itself does not obey Newton 3 rd Law. The important issue is that dij
0 exists in

human mind, and it is not a physics entity. In a psychological sense dij
0 is a subjective concept which exists in people's mind,

and it characterizes how an individual intends to interact with others. As a result, the self-driving force and social force are

both entities in subjectiveness, and they are generated involving one's intention and opinion. If the anisotropic formula is also

used, it further takes human foresight effect into account, where each individual pedestrian is more influenced by others in

front than things behind. In other words, the anisotropic formula of social force also assumes human has perception to the

surrounding things, and such perception process is not typically a physics concept either, but a subjective concept involving

human perception and cognition. Because the social force is not a physics concept, it does not follow Newton 3 rd Law in its

mathematical expression.  

Figure 3. Walking Behavior and Social-Force Model: When a human individual is walking, he will

adjust the desired velocity and desired interpersonal distance such that he will move toward his

destination while also keep a proper distance to surrounding people. Such perception and behavior

is abstracted as the self-driving force and social force in the above mathematical model.  

In real-world situation two individuals never have any physical interaction if they do not touch each other physically. If a

pedestrian want to keep a certain distance to anyone, he or she usually do not need to push or pull anyone, but move with their

feet to adjust the distance. In other words, they often use foot-floor friction to realize the "social force." Therefore, the foot-

floor friction is a physics concept, and it is consistent with Newton 3rd Law for interaction between foot and floor. The social

force is not a physics concept, and it exists in people's mind. When the social force is realized in the physical world, it is a

part of foot-floor friction.  

In general any living bodies with a conscious mind has a kind of freedom of motion, and the media is an important entity

for them to realize such motion because they normally push or pull such media to realize motion as desired. For human

beings the media is the ground and we interact with the ground to move ahead. For bird or fish the media are the air or water,

and they know how to fly or swim by interacting with air or water. As a result, the Newton 3rd Law stands between living

bodies and such media, but not directly between two individual living bodies. In sum, the social-force model is applicable to

movement of any creature like human, bird or fish, and the model is thus useful to characterize movement of any living forms

with conscious mind.  
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Table 1.  About Newton's Laws and Social Force Model
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As shown in Table 1 foot-floor friction is the physics-based force that drive pedestrians to move, and we can consciously

control this friction to decide where and how fast we move. In social force model such foot-floor friction consists of self-

driving force and social force as shown in Figure3. We also note that some existing research mentioned that the social force

model was also applied to movement of non-living bodies such as particles. If the social force model is used for nonliving

things which interacts directly without other medium involved, one may argue that the model disobeys Newton 3rd Law. This

topic is not within the scope of this paper. In this paper we only discuss how to apply social force model to the living bodies

with conscious mind. In particular we mainly focus on human pedestrian so that existing psychological findings can be used

to interpret certain simulation results of social force model.   

In sum the social force is a kind of interaction involving one's consciousness. It is not typically a physics concept. The

social force characterizes whether an individual “desires” to be close or far away from others, and thus it inspires us to replace

the individual radius by “desired interpersonal distance” to highlight this psychological effect. As a pedestrian realizes this

force in the physical world, the force is part of the foot-floor friction, which exactly obey Newton's laws between the human

and the ground. In other words Newton 3rd law still stands in pedestrian modeling where the social force is viewed as a part of

foot-ground friction. In a word the social-force model critically exhibits a bridge between the physics laws and psychological

principles regarding crowd motion, and we consider this as a major contribution of the social force model.  

III. OSCILLATING WALKERS IN COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOR 

   

This section will explain a controversial issue on oscillating phenomenon of pedestrian crowd, and this phenomenon is due

to the dilemma of choosing proper parameters to avoid both overlapping and oscillations of the moving pedestrians (Chraibi,

et al., 2011, Kretz, 2015). Certain scenarios about oscillating walkers are not realistic in the physical world. From the

perspective of physics these problems are difficult to be addressed, and the problem is thus reviewed using a psychological

perspective. An interesting result is that oscillation is not about the human behavior at the physics level, but the opinion in

human mind.  

Generally speaking, the model of pedestrian movement is commonly applied in two-dimensional space. In this section we

will simplify the scenario to highlight the oscillation phenomenon, and thus limit our analysis to one-dimension space. Given

N pedestrians distributed uniformly in a corridor with closed boundary condition and neglect the effects of walls on

pedestrians (See Figure 3).  
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Figure 3. Oscillating Agents in One-Dimensional Space: Three pedestrian agents are distributed uniformly as above. The

physical size of agents is ignored for simplicity and the desired interpersonal distance d0 is highlighted. Moreover, for

interactions among agents, it is assumed that pedestrians have foresight such that pedestrian n is only influenced by the

pedestrian in front, not by the one behind. Oscillation is observed when agents get close sufficiently. The repulsive social

force result in oscillation phenomena with v0  =1.2m/s and d0  =0.6m.  

In general, pedestrians are modeled as simple geometric objects of constant size as shown in Figure 3. The physical size of

pedestrians is omitted for simplicity and desired interpersonal distance d0 is highlighted. Moreover, for interactions among N

pedestrians, we assume that pedestrians have foresight such that pedestrian n is only influenced by the pedestrian right in

front, not the ones behind.   Assume �xn = xn+1 – xn , and we have the following equation by Newton Second Law.  

d
2

xn

dt
2

�k 1�v
0�v��k2 exp� d

0�� xn

k3
� (7)

where k1 =1/� , k2 =A/m0  and B=k3 .

In the system of N pedestrians, N ordinary differential equations are formulated and it is feasible to simulate the system by a

computer program. The simulation result is illustrated in Figure 4 where three pedestrians interact with v0 =1.2m/s and d0

=0.6m, and oscillation is observed in the testing result. A common method to study this phenomenon is to linearize Equation

(7) at its equilibrium point and discuss its characteristic equation and characteristic root. We have mathematical tools to study

the model, and tell in what conditions such oscillation exists such as 4�v0 < B (Kretz, 2015). However, this method does not

solve the key problem, and we all know such oscillations is not realistic in the physical world.  

In fact several papers have clarified that oscillation of moving pedestrians is not realistic (Chraibi, 2011, Kretz, 2015). We

seldom observe oscillating phenomenon when one person is approaching another in the reality. People usually have a target

interpersonal distance and get there without oscillation. However, by using Equation (3), (5), (7), oscillation is observed in

the numerical result, indicating that there may be something wrong with the model or assumption. Is the social force model

wrong? No. We think the model is generally correct by reviewing the model in physics literature and social psychological

literature, but there is a problem in applying the model to human behavior. In fact a critical problem is about the assumption

that v0 and d0 are constants when the model is used to describe pedestrian motion. As mentioned before v0 and d0 are not

physical entities and they actually reflect people's opinions. If v0 and d0 are not constant, they may change or oscillates

instead of the physical velocity  v  and distance d=�xn .  

In another perspective the question is raised as what is the entity that oscillates. Take the distance dij and desired distance

dij
0 for example. If it is the physical distance dij that oscillates, then it brings a question because we do not observe oscillating

walkers in the realistic world. However, if we assume that it is the desired distance dij that oscillates, it means that the opinion

in people's mind oscillates rather than the physical entity in the realistic world. This explanation may be reasonable because it

is consistent with certain psychological theory on periodicity of stress in human behavior. More importantly, it seems that the

social force model refers to a kind of mind-body problem, which are widely controversial in modern physics and philosophy.

Here the interplay of mind feature (i.e, desired velocity v0 and desired distance d0 ) and body feature (i.e., physical velocity v

and physical distance d ) is described within the framework the Newtonian dynamics, and they are both variables and interact

with each other in a closed-loop system.   
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Figure 5. Feedback Mechanism in Social Force Model: The idea of varying dij
0 and vi

0 is also consistent with

the control theory. The control targets are non-physics entities (dij
0 and vi

0 ) and physics entities (dij and vi,) are

updated to reach the targets. The interplay between the physics entities (dij and vi,) and non-physics entities

(dij
0 and vi

0 ) forms a close-loop process.  

The oscillation phenomenon is the origin of wave. Can we directly justify oscillation phenomenon of pedestrian crowd in

reality? Sometimes it is possible for high-density crowd, but usually it is a sign of crowd tragedy like stampede. "It was like

a huge wave of sea gushing down on the pilgrims" (P. K. Abdul Ghafour, Arab News), this is the crowd disaster in Mena on

January 12, 2006. At a passageway when the crowd become more and more impatient, the conscious wave exiting in dij
0 and

vi
0 will become physical, and people thus start to push others in order to move forward. Such pushing force generated a

pressure wave propagating in the crowd, and at a certain point, usually considered as a bottleneck, the wave may stop and it

shows the power of destruction: someone may fall down and stampede happens there. In brief, as mentioned in Helbing et al.,

2002, the social-force model may symbolizes various phenomena of human society at the macroscopic scale, and we think

that such oscillation has a more profound meaning to explore in several aspects.  

The idea of varying dij
0 and vi

0 is also consistent with the control theory. The control targets are non-physics entities (dij
0 and

vi
0 ) and physics entities (dij and vi,) are updated to reach the targets. The real situation is that physics entities (dij and vi,) are

fedback to the human perception so that dij
0 and vi

0 are also adjusted in certain conditions. The interplay between the physics

entities (dij
 and vi,) and non-physics entities (dij

0 and vi
0 ) forms a close-loop process as illustrated in Figure 5.   

A close-loop system is a well-known concept in control systems, and there are a number of methods to mitigate oscillation.

A straightforward method is using differential element in PID controller. This implies that the repulsion does not only depend

on d0-�xn, but also the differential of d0-�xn . When d0 is assumed as a constant, the differential of �xn is actually the relative

velocity of two individual agents, and this method has been applied in several other pedestrian models (Fang et. al., 2008,

Chraibi, et al., 2011). However, in this paper we will not go further to study social force model from the perspective of

control systems, but extend the existing idea in control systems by using psychological concept of stress. The major reason is

that human is not machines, and we cannot model human behavior strictly like control systems in machines. In brief we think

interplay between the physics entities (dij and vi,) and non-physics entities (dij
0 and vi

0 ) are mutual in nature: dij
0 and vi

0 leads to

change of dij and vi, which means opinions can change physical behavior, and the physics things can also change opinions

inversely such that dij
 and vi may also inversely change dij

0 and vi
0  through perception and cognition.  

IV. Faster-is-Slower Effect and Yerkes–Dodson Law

Very interestingly, stress is actually an term which has dual meaning in both physics and psychology. It was initially a

physical quantity, which is a measure of the internal forces in a body between its particles. In the 1920s and 1930s, biological

and psychological circles occasionally used the term to refer to a mental strain or a harmful environmental agent that could

cause illness. The current usage of the word stress arose out of Selye's 1930s experiments, where the term was referred not

just to the agent but to the state of the organism as it responds and adapts itself to the environment.  
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By searching in literature of physics, social psychology and emergency egress, we think that “stress” is more accurate

conceptualizations of the social-force model (Sime, 1980; Ozel, 2001). Psychological stress can be understood as the

interaction between the environment and the individual (Selye, 1978, Staal, 2004), emphasizing the role of the individual’s

appraisal of situations in shaping their responses. In our model such stress is the result of mismatch between psychological

demand and realistic situation, and Equation (2) and (5) characterizes the mismatch in terms of velocity and distance: the

psychological demand is represented by desired velocity vi
0 and desired interpersonal distance dij

0 , while the physical reality is

described by the physical velocity v and physical distance dij . The gap of two variables describes how much stress people are

bearing in mind, and thus are motivated into certain behavior in reality. Such behavior is formulated as the self-driving force

and social force in Equation (2) and (5).  

Furthermore, velocity is a time-related concept in physics and the gap of velocities actually describes a kind of time-related

stress, or commonly known as time-pressure. Such a kind of stress is caused by insufficient time when people are dealing

with a time-critical situation, and time is the critical resource to complete the task. Besides, there is another kind of stress

originating from social relationship and social space, and it may lead to competition or cooperation in crowd dynamics, and it

refers to interpersonal distance and proxemics.  Such stress is space-related, and is characterized by the social-force.  

Table 2.  On Conception of Stress in Social-Force Model

Difference between 

subjective opinion and objective reality

Time-Related Stress: Velocities vi
0- vi

Space-related Stress: Distances dij
0 –�dij ,

The social-force model exhibits several spatio-temporal phenomena of crowd dynamics. Next, we will discuss a scenario

in detail to justify conception of stress. This scenario was named by “faster-is-slower” effect in Helbing, Farkas and Vicsek,

2000, and it refers to egress performance when a large number of individuals pass through a narrow doorway. The simulation

result shows that the egress time may inversely increase if the average desired velocity keeps increasing. In other words,

egress performance may degenerates if the crowd desire moving too fast to escape. We will explain the simulation result

from the psychological perspective of stress and time-pressure. In particular, this scenario reiterates an existing psychological

knowledge: moderate stress improves human performance (i.e., speeding up crowd motion); while excessive stress impairs

their performance (i.e., disorders and jamming), and this theorem is widely known as Yerkes–Dodson law in psychological

study (Yerkes and Dodson, 1908; Teigen, 1994; Wikipedia, 2016).  

Yerkes–Dodson law states the relationship between arousal level and performance: performance increases with arousal, but

only up to a point. Beyond the point the arousal becomes excessive and the situation is much stressful such that performance

diminishes. The arousal level indicates the intensity of motivation and it depends on stimulus strength from environment (e.g.

alarm or hazard). Motivation leads to behavioral response. In the social-force model, the arousal or motivation is represented

by desired velocity v0, and the behavioral response is represented by actual velocity v. The performance of crowd escape is

measured by pedestrian flow �v at the doorway, describing how many individuals pass through a doorway of unit width per

time unit (See Figure 6, � and v are the crowd density and physical speed nearby the doorway). The pedestrian flow is limited

by the passage capacity, which determines the maximal pedestrian flow that people are able to realize in collective motion

(Wang et al., 2008). In other words, the passageway capacity determines the critical point in Yerkes–Dodson law, indicating

whether the collective motivation is excessive or not.  

(a) When the passage capacity is sufficient, v increases along with vo while � can be adjusted such that the physical distance

among people is psychologically comfortable. As a result, people are able to move as fast as desired while still keep proper

interpersonal distance.  This scenario corresponds to the increasing segment of the curve in Figure 6.  

(b) When the passage is saturate, the physical speed v and density � reach the maximum and the pedestrian flow �v is the

maximal. In this situation further increasing vo will compress the crowd and increase the repulsion among people. As the

repulsion increases, the risk of disorder and disaster at the bottleneck increases correspondingly (e.g., jamming and injury). If

such disastrous events occur, the moving crowd will be significantly slowed down and the faster-is-slower effect comes into

being, and this corresponds to the decreasing segment of the curve in Figure 6.  
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Figure 6. About crowd movement at a bottleneck: The relationship between v0 and performance �v is depicted

by an inverted-U curve, which is commonly known as Yerkes–Dodson law in psychological study. The

ascending segment implies that faster-is-faster effect also exists as motivation level v0 increases initially, and

faster-is-slower effect emerges in the descending segment of the curve if v0 keeps increasing and exceeds a

certain limit.  

In sum, as motivation level v0 increases, there are two scenarios as introduced above. The relationship between v0 and

performance �v is depicted by an inverted-U curve as shown in Figure 6.  Here the motivation level v0 especially depends on

environmental stressors, which are any event or stimulus perceived as threats or challenges to individuals. For example, in

emergency evacuation a sort of important stressors are hazardous condition (e.g., fire and smoke). Perception of hazard will

increase the arousal level so that the desired velocity v0 increases.  

The concept of desired interpersonal distance agrees with another psychological concept of social norms. Social norms are

defined as "representations of appropriate behavior" in a certain situation or environment, and it defines proximal distance in

various occasions. For example in elevators or entrance of a passageway, people commonly accept smaller proximal distance.

Thus, the desired interpersonal distance is smaller and dij
0 is to be scaled down proportionally in these places. In emergency

escape The interpersonal distance is also smaller than in normal situation, and people need to talk and exchange information

with each other in emergency egress. The social norm is thus modified such that dij
0 is scaled down also. The parameter of Ai

and Bi may also be scaled down so that the social force as a whole is reduced in such an occasion (Korhonen, 2017).    

  

(a) (b)

Figure 7. About Social Force and Faster-Is-Slower Effect: (a) Use large dij
0 in normal situation such that people

obey social norm of large interpersonal distance. The result is decrease of flow rate and less chance of physical

interaction. (b) Use small dij
0 in emergency egress such that people follow the social norm of small interpersonal

distance.  Flow rate thus increases and physical interaction also increase in a stochastic sense.  

A common result of scaling down dij
0 is that competitive behavior may emerge in crowd. In other words the physical force

becomes effective among people and they may have more physical interaction at bottlenecks. As physical force is intensified,

someone may fall down. The falling-down people become obstacle to others and thus slow down the egress flow, and they

may cause others to fall down and this is so-called stampede disaster in crowd event. In sum the social force model with dij
0 is

useful to investigate crowd behavior when jointly used with a falling-down model. As below FDS+Evac is used to realize the

falling-down event where a pedestrian falls down when the physical force exceeds a threshold.      
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Figure 8.  Crowd Escape at Bottleneck  with Falling-Down Model: The white agents are falling-down agent who cannot move and are 

considered as obstacle to the moving agents.  They fall down because the physical force exceeds a given threshold.  The red agents are 

moving agent toward exit, and they have to get over the white ones to reach the door and the pedestrian flow rate is thus decreased.  

In sum, mismatch of psychological demand and physical reality results in a stressful condition. In emergency egress, such

stress is aroused from environmental factors in two categories. A major kind of factors include hazard conditions and alarm,

resulting in impatience of evacuees and causing time-pressure. The psychological model refers to the fight-or-flight response

(Cannon, 1932), where hazardous stimulus motivate organisms to flee such that the desired velocity increases. Another kind

of stress is aroused from surrounding people, resulting in interpersonal stress in collective behavior. Such stressor makes one

repulsive with others, and it determines whether people tend to compete or cooperate with each other. In brief, the simulation

result about the faster-is-slower effect reiterate Yerkes–Dodson law with respect to two-dimensional stressors.

From the perspective of stress Yerkes–Dodson law is also understood by dividing stress into eustress and distress (Selye,

1975): stress that enhances function is considered eustress. Excessive stress that is not resolved through coping or adaptation,

deemed distress, may lead to anxiety or withdrawal behavior and degenerate the performance. Thus, stress could either

improve or impair human performance. Traditionally, this psychological theorem mainly refers to performance at individual

level, such as class performance of a student or fight-or-flight response of an organism. The simulation of social-force model

reiterates this well-known psychological knowledge in the sense of collective behavior. In brief, the testing result of social-

force model agrees with Yerkes–Dodson law and it provides a new perspective to understand this classic psychological

principle.  

CONCLUSIONS

The social-force model exhibits several spatio-temporal phenomena of crowd dynamics, but some controversial issues have

been long existing on this model. To deal with the controversy we introduce a new concept of desired interpersonal distance

to renew the formula of the social force, and it is a counterpart of the desired velocity in the self-driving force. Based on this

new concept we explain that the model agrees with the Newton third law when it is applied to simulating pedestrian motion,

and further provide a new perspective to understand oscillation phenomenon in existing simulation. The social-force model

thus exhibits a bridge between the physics laws and psychological principles regarding crowd motion. A new angle is further

presented to understand the model based on psychological concept of stress, where the self-driving force and social force

reflect time-related stress and space-related stress, respectively. The well-known faster-is-slower effect is next reiterated by

psychological discipline of Yerkes–Dodson law, which explains that excessive stress degenerate the performance of human

behavior.  
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